CLASS VIII
WINTER ASSIGNMENT CUM EXHIBITION
(OF PROJECTS/MODELS/ASSIGNMENTS)
PUNJABI





Do reading of lesson number: 4, 5, and 6
Learn and write Extra questions and answers
Learn and answers and learn and write word meanings
Write one page daily

GENERAL SCIENCE
 'Stars and the Solar System' read the chapter thoroughly and write questions and
answers.
 Find out the location of major power projects in J&K?
 Find out about Project elephant and Project tiger. Prepare a detailed report.
 Put your ideas together and write a note on the importance of knowing facts about
reproduction.
SOCIAL STUDIES
 Do through reading of lessons
1. From trade to territory.
2. Ruling the countryside.
3. Natural vegetation and wildlife.
 Write down the extra questions of the topics on separate notebook.
 Project: Locate the following on political Map of India.
1. Evergreen forests
2. Deciduous forest
3. Decigram National park
4. Gir National park
 prepare for unit test 1
ENGLISH
 Write poeticprofile of following poets in your fair notebook:
1. William Shakespeare
2. Mehjoor
3. Rabindranath Tagore
 Read and write question answers of following chapters in your fair notebook:
1. For God's sake hold thy tongue
2. Global warming

MATHEMATICS
 Do revision of chapter 1 (Rational numbers)
 Do practice of chapter 2 (linear equation in one variable) and chapter 8 (comparing
quantities).
HINDI
 Learn and Write questions and answers, Book work and word meaning of lesson no
5, 6, 7
 Write and learn
1. Antonyms – 20
2. Synonyms – 20
3. Idioms – 20
4. One word substitution – 20
5. Tadhbav and Tatsam – 10
6. Compound
 Write one page daily
COMPUTER
 Read, Learn and Practice Lesson No. 4 and 5.
 Pen down important points of each lesson.
 Identify and write all the objectives/ MCQ’s and textual questions of the above said lessons
on separate note book.
Project Work:
Create a table ‘Employee’ in design view with the following fields:
Emp. No
Emp. Name
Designation
Pay-scale







Set Emp. No as the Primary Key and save the table structure.
Enter 10 records in the table.
Add another field named E-mail to the table and update the records accordingly.
Using Form wizard, make a form by using the above table.
Create a simple Report using Report tool.
Create a Query using Query Design.

KASHMIRI





Write, Learn and do regular practice of KASHMIRI SIGNS AND SOUNDS
Read and Learn lesson no: 6, 7 and 8
Write a short paragraph on the life of “MAKHDOOM SAHIB”
Pronoun and its kinds

URDU
I.

II.

Reading & Writing Skill:
 Lesson No. 3 and 4
(Vocabulary and Comprehension, Learn new words in from the Lessons)
Project Work:
 Sir Syed Ahmad Khan or Lal ded
OR
Why is it important to have a teacher?
 Anything like a poem ( )مظنof any poet or any creative chart regarding and related to
Urdu language, etc.
 Improvement In Hand writing

Note: The project assignment should be prepared you. And you must be
able to demonstrate explain it in your word.

